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SUMMARY We propose an elastic pipeline that can apply dynamic
voltage scaling (DVS) to hardwired logic circuits. In order to demon-
strate its feasibility, a hardwired H.264/AVC HDTV decoder is designed
as a real-time application. An entropy decoding process is divided into
context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) and syntax el-
ement decoding (SED), which has advantages of smoothing workload for
CABAC and keeping efficiency of the elastic pipeline. An operating fre-
quency and supply voltage are dynamically modulated every slot depend-
ing on workload of H.264 decoding to minimize power. We optimize the
number of slots per frame to enhance power reduction. The proposed de-
coder achieves a power reduction of 50% in a 90-nm process technology,
compared to the conventional clock-gating scheme.
key words: H.264/AVC, DVS (dynamic voltage scaling), elastic pipeline,
low power, divided entropy decoder

1. Introduction

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is an effective technique for
general-purpose processors to achieve both a high peak per-
formance and low average power [1], [2]. Because an oper-
ating frequency in a CMOS digital circuit, f , is formulated
as follows [3], an LSI performs faster as a supply voltage,
Vdd, becomes higher.

f ∝ (Vdd − Vth)α

Vdd
, (1)

where α represents a velocity saturation index in a short-
channel MOSFET, and is about 1.6 in a 90-nm process tech-
nology used in this study. Vth is a threshold voltage of
the MOSFET. In addition, since a power in an LSI, P, is
expressed as follows, the supply voltage quadratically in-
creases the power.

P ∝ f · V2
dd. (2)

Figure 1 illustrates relations between an operating fre-
quency and power. In DVS, since a supply voltage can be
optimized if an operating frequency does not need to be the
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Fig. 1 Relations between power and frequency in DVS.

maximum, the power can be dramatically decreased by the
low operating frequency and low supply voltage. If an oper-
ating frequency is set low, in other words, if a required per-
formance is low, DVS adaptively lowers both the operating
frequency and supply voltage in order to reduce the power.
If the maximum performance is instantaneously needed, the
highest supply voltage and highest operating frequency are
utilized so that DVS can accommodate the peak perfor-
mance.

Because (1) and (2) are approved for every CMOS dig-
ital circuit, applications of DVS is not limited to general-
purpose processors, and thus it is theoretically applicable to
hardwired logic circuits. However, there is few example of
applying DVS to hardwired logic circuits for real-time pro-
cessing. This reason is explained in this way. A dedicated
hardware is often built with a pipeline architecture for high
throughput, which requires a certain number of clock cycles
to process the worst-case workload. Supposing the worst-
case workload, each pipeline stage is configured, and every
pipeline operation simultaneously starts at the beginning of
an allocated period. Consequently, a required operating fre-
quency is uniquely fixed. There is no room to change the
operating frequency, and DVS is not applicable.

In order to apply DVS to hardwired logic circuits, we
propose an elastic pipeline architecture. Since this archi-
tecture can save the number of cycles in a pipeline op-
eration depending on characteristics of input data, it en-
ables hardwired logic circuits to employ DVS, and thus
achieves lower power. As a design example, we propose
a novel H.264/AVC high-definition television (hereafter,
H.264 HDTV) decoder. The power can lower to 50% of
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the conventional pipeline architecture with gated clock.
The following sections are configured as follows. The

elastic pipeline architecture is proposed in Sect. 2. The rea-
son why the number of execution cycles in H.264 decod-
ing is varies in pipelined stages, is mentioned in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4, the novel H.264 HDTV decoder architecture is de-
scribed. The effectiveness of the proposed architecture is
verified by designing the H.264 HDTV hardwired decoder
in Sect. 5. Finally, the findings of this paper are summarized
in Sect. 6.

2. Elastic Pipeline Architecture

2.1 Conventional Pipeline Architecture

Figure 2 shows a timing diagram of the conventional
pipeline architecture. The worst-case execution cycles
(WCEC) signify the maximum number of execution cycles
required for one pipeline process. A grayed area in the figure
represents processing cycles in which a stage is running with
a datum. Since all pipelined processes in the conventional
architecture start at the beginning of the allocated WCEC
supposing the worst-case workload, all the stages have to
idle until the next WCEC even if they finish earlier. The
clock-gating technique may be utilized to cut off the unnec-
essary power caused by the idle cycles, but the power save
is limited.

With the help of Fig. 2, let us consider a case that M
pipeline stages process N data. In the conventional pipeline
architecture, the number of execution cycles to complete the
N-th datum in the M-th pipeline stage, ECconv, is expressed
as follows.

ECconv = (M + N − 2) ×WCEC +WM,N , (3)

where WM,N (≤ WCEC) indicates the processing cycle for
the N-th datum in the M-th stage. As N is larger, ECconv

becomes closer to N × WCEC, which means that there is

Fig. 2 Timing diagram of the conventional pipeline.

not much room to apply DVS. Namely in the conventional
pipeline architecture, only the execution cycle variation of
WM,N can be exploited.

2.2 Elastic Pipeline Architecture

Figures 3(a) and (b) illustrate a concept and timing diagrams
of the proposed elastic pipeline architecture, respectively. A
stage in the elastic pipeline sends a process completion sig-
nal to a pipeline controller once its process is completed. If
all the completion signals arrive at the pipeline controller, it
sends back start signals to the pipeline stages. After receiv-
ing it, each stage turns off the process completion signal,
and then starts the next pipeline process again. In this man-
ner, the elastic pipeline architecture shortens the number of
execution cycles as many as possible, and save its execution
cycles. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the elastic pipeline archi-
tecture requires less number of cycles than the conventional
one since the common idle cycles are eliminated (compare
with Fig. 2).

Eventually, N data processed by the M-stage elastic
pipeline require the following execution cycles, ECprop.

ECprop =

M+N−1∑

i=1

max(W1,i,W2,i−1, · · · ,WM,i−M+1), (4)

where Wp,q represents the number of execution cycles for

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 The proposed elastic pipeline architecture, (a) concept, and (b)
timing diagrams.
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the q-th datum processed by the p-th pipeline stage. If either
q < 1 or q > N, then Wp,q=0.

2.3 Design Conditions in H.264 HDTV Decoder

We briefly estimate the numbers of execution cycles in the
conventional and proposed elastic pipelines architectures. In
this paper, an H.264 [4] HDTV decoder LSI is implemented
as a design example. We assume conditions of the design as
follows.

• The decoder is built as a macroblock (MB) pipeline
since image data are processed on an MB-by-MB basis
in H.264. An MB is comprised of 16 × 16 pixels.
• The MB pipeline has six pipelined stages.
• The decoder operates at 108 MHz, which is reasonable

compared to the previous work [5].
• 244,800 MBs are processed per second when the de-

coder handles an image sequence at 30 frame/s. As a
result, 440 cycles are allowed in an MB pipeline pro-
cess, in which the worst-case data can be processed.
• So that, each stage is designed to process the worst-

case MB in almost 440 cycles.
• The number of processing cycles is a half of the worst

case (220 cycles).

Since the H.264 HDTV has 8,160 MBs, the conven-
tional MB pipeline needs 3.6 × 106 (= (6 + 8,160 − 2) ×
440 + 220) cycles per frame. On the other hand, the num-
ber is to 1.8 × 106 (= (6 + 8,160 − 1) × 220) in the elastic
pipeline thanks to the half average workload. This indicates
that the elastic pipeline can reduce the number of execution
cycles to a half of the conventional MB pipeline, and lower
an operating frequency under these conditions.

3. Execution Cycle Variations in H.264 Decoding

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a typical H.264 decoder.
In the following six functional blocks, the numbers of ex-
ecution cycles are varied, which can be exploited with the
proposed elastic pipeline architecture.

Fig. 4 Block diagram of typical H.264 decoder.

3.1 Entropy Decoder

An entropy decoder transforms an input bit stream to syn-
tax elements, which include information on MB types, intra
prediction modes, motion vectors, coded block patterns, co-
efficients, and so on. If context-based adaptive binary arith-
metic coding (CABAC) is selected by a encoder, bit streams
are expanded by a CABAC decoder at first, and then syntax
elements are decoded by a syntax element decoder (SED).
Some MBs have more than a hundred of syntax elements,
but other MBs have only one syntax element if they were
encoded as skip MBs. Consequently, the number of exe-
cution cycles required for the entropy decoders depends on
how many syntax elements an MB has.

3.2 IQ and IDCT

According to coefficients decoded by the SED, an inverse
quantization (IQ) and inverse integer discrete cosine trans-
form (IDCT) generate a prediction error picture. The coef-
ficients are structured in a 4 × 4 matrix form, and thus the
IQ and IDCT basically carry out 4 × 4 matrix operations.
An MB has 24 matrixes comprised of 4 × 4 coefficients. A
4 × 4 matrix is sometimes a zero matrix and in this case,
the matrix operations in the IQ and IDCT can be cancelled.
Hence, the number of execution cycles for the IQ and IDCT
is varied depending on how many non-zero matrices an MB
includes.

3.3 Intra Prediction

An intra prediction generates a predicted picture with neigh-
bor MBs that were beforehand processed, according to intra
prediction modes. H.264 provides 13 types of intra predic-
tion modes, which require different calculations. For ex-
ample, the Intra 4 × 4 Horizontal and Intra 4 × 4 Vertical
prediction modes just copy pixel data without calculation.
These prediction modes do not make any calculation. On
the other hand, the Intra 4× 4 DC prediction mode requires
a 8-tap filter operation. Therefore, the number of execution
cycles for the intra prediction depends on which intra pre-
diction modes are chosen in an MB.

3.4 Inter Prediction

An inter prediction generates a predicted picture from mo-
tion vectors and a reference picture which was previously
constructed as a current picture. H.264 provides an integer-
pixel, half-pixel, and quarter-pixel precision motion vectors.
If a motion vector has an integer-pixel precision, a portion
of the reference picture that is pointed by the integer-pixel
precision motion vector is simply utilized for the predicted
picture. Else if a motion vector has a half-pixel precision, a
6-tap filter is required in order to generate a half-pixel pre-
cision picture from the integer-pixel precision reference pic-
ture. In the other case that a motion vector is a quarter-pixel
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precision, another 2-tap filter is needed in order to generate
a quarter-pixel precision picture from the half-pixel preci-
sion picture. In this way, the number of execution cycles for
the inter prediction depends on a pixel precision of motion
vectors.

3.5 Loop Filter

A reconstructed picture is generated by adding a prediction
error picture to a predicted picture. The reconstructed pic-
ture needs to pass through a loop filter before it is output as a
current picture. The loop filter smoothes pixels on sub-block
boundaries. Although an MB has 48 sub-block edges to be
filtered, all the edges do not need to be filtered. Each edge
is adaptively filtered depending on an MB type and pixel
values, which influences the number of execution cycles re-
quired for the loop filter.

4. An Architecture Design of H.264 Decoder LSI

This section proposes a novel H.264 decoder LSI on which
the elastic pipeline architecture is implemented. A target
specification is H.264 Main Profile Level 4 with 108-MHz
operating frequency. DVS properly works since the pro-
posed architecture saves the number of execution cycles
thanks to the elastic pipeline.

Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of the propose
H.264 HDTV decoder, which supports Main Profile Level
4. Since this specification requires a 96-Mb memory as a
buffer for decoded pictures, the proposed architecture uses
an external DRAM.

4.1 Double Buffer Scheme

Some buffers are located between functional blocks. All the
buffers are two-bank SRAMs for double buffering, except a
RAM for intra prediction that is not frequently accessed. For
instance, while the IQ/IDCT block is writing a prediction er-
ror picture into Bank 0, the prediction error adder is reading

Fig. 5 Block diagram of the proposed H.264 decoder.

the previous prediction error picture which was written by
the IQ/IDCT block. In the next pipeline process, Bank 0
and Bank 1 change places. Since each MB is encoded as
an inter MB or intra MB, either the inter prediction or intra
prediction operates in every pipeline process.

The IQ/IDCT, inter prediction and intra prediction have
no data dependency each other, therefore they can be par-
allelized. A predicted and prediction error pictures can be
added at the prediction error adder. Finally, the loop filter
smoothes the reconstructed picture.

4.2 Divided Entropy Decoder

As entropy decoding, H.264 Main Profile provides two
methods, CABAC and context-based adaptive variable
length coding (CAVLC). Because CABAC achieves approx-
imately 15% higher coding efficiency than CAVLC [6], this
paper considers only CABAC as entropy decoding.

In case of CABAC, each syntax element is generated
from bit streams through the following three steps.

1. A context is selected by an SED according to a kind of
objective syntax element.

2. By utilizing the selected context, a CABAC decoder
generates CABAC decoded binary sequence from re-
ceived bit streams. Since this sequence is compressed
by CABAC, the maximum volumes of CABAC decoded
binary sequences may turns out to be 1.33 times larger
than those of bit streams [4].

3. The objective syntax element is generated by the SED
from the binary sequence.

The H.264 standard limits the maximum number of bits con-
tained in each data unit as shown in Table 1. An MB can
include 3,200 bits, however, the total number of bits in a
frame should be less then 6.5 Mbits (< 3, 200 bits/MB ×
8160 MBs/frame). This means that an MB has 797 bits on
average. In the same way, the total number of bits per sec-
ond is limited to 20 Mbits in the bit stream level. In this case,
an MB contains only 82 bits on average, however, cycle re-
duction is difficult because a CABAC decode has strong se-
quential process dependence.

The table also shows the required operating frequency.
It takes three cycles to process one bit in the CABAC de-
coder [7] if a dedicated hardware is designed. In a case of
building a CABAC decoder onto an MB pipeline, 2.35 GHz
is required, while in a case of synchronizing a CABAC de-

Table 1 Maximum number of bits in each data unit.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Entropy decoder configuration, (a) the straightforward configura-
tion, (b) the buffering configuration, and (c) the proposed configuration.

coder with a frame, 585 MHz is needed but this frequency
is still infeasible (Fig. 6(a)). Thus for a lower frequency, the
workload of the CABAC decoder must be smoothed over
a time scale of the bit stream (on the second time scale),
in which case the operating frequency of the CABAC de-
coder turns out to 60 MHz and can be reduced to less than
108 MHz.

Figure 6(b) illustrates a straightforward buffering
scheme based on the second time scale. This scheme de-
mands a huge size of memory. H.264 Level 4 requests
decoders to prepare 25-Mbits buffer in which received bit
stream is stored. In case that a bit rate is 20 Mbps, 25-
Mbits bit stream contains coefficients data of 1.25-seconds.
Since a MB required 384 bytes of coefficients data, the re-
quired buffer size for these coefficients reaches 936 Mbits
(= 384 bytes/MB × 8160 MB/frame × 30 frame/second ×
1.25 seconds). In reality, an MB requires some header in-
formation such as motion vectors, MB partitions, intra pre-
diction modes and so on, hence the total buffer size reaches
about 1 Gbits.

Figure 6(c) shows the proposed divided entropy de-
coder scheme to achieve both of a lower operating frequency
and smaller buffer size. The proposed scheme shown in
Fig. 6(c) divides the entropy decoding into CABAC decod-
ing and SED.

A bit stream is soon decoded by the CABAC decoder
and SED once it is received, and then CABAC decoded
sequences are stored in a sequence buffer prepared in an

Fig. 7 Timing diagram of the proposed elastically-pipelined decoder.

external DRAM. Since the CABAC decoder processes bit
streams at an average rate of 82 bits per 440 cycles, the in-
feasible high operating frequencies or huge buffer can be
avoided.

The proposed scheme requires a smaller buffer memory
for storing CABAC decoded sequences, which are generated
from bit streams by the CABAC decoder. The size of this
buffer can be reduced to 33.3 Mbits (= 25 Mbits × 1.33),
since the compression rate of CABAC is limited to 1.33.

The proposed scheme brings a side effect. Since
CABAC decoder is required to decode 82 bits (=20 Mbps/
30 frame/s/8160 MB/frame), CABAC can be embedded into
the pipeline even if 1-bit CABAC decoding consumes three
cycles.

4.3 Elastic Pipeline

Figure 7 illustrates the timing diagram of the proposed
elastically-pipelined decoder. The DRAM bandwidth needs
to be shared by functional blocks, and thus it is impor-
tant to consider data amount from/to the external DRAM.
If the data amount is exceeded, the pipeline has to stall.
An external DRAM is accessed by the CABAC decoder,
SED, IQ/IDCT, the intra/inter prediction, the prediction er-
ror adder and the loop filter.

The CABAC decoder reads a bit stream from the exter-
nal DRAM and writes back a binary sequence to the DRAM.
SED reads a CABAC decoded sequence from the DRAM to
decode syntax elements. The inter prediction reads refer-
ence pictures pointed by motion vectors from the DRAM.
The loop filter writes back a filtered picture to the DRAM.
The required traffic to decode one MB is 41 kbits in the
worst case, and thereby the bandwidth between the decoder
and DRAM is estimated at 10.0 Gbps. In actual SoC de-
signs, a wider bandwidth is necessary since other cores such
as audio codec and post video processing request certain
traffic.

If all the pipeline stages finish within the WCEC, the
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elastic pipeline reduces processing cycles. As mentioned
in Sect. 2.3, 440 cycles are available for an MB process at
an operating frequency of 108 MHz. Since the function of
the prediction error adder is 384-time additions of simple 8-
bit data and clipping, it would always need 384 cycles and
destruct elastic pipelining. However, this value is reduced to
a quarter (96 cycles) by a four-degree parallelism. The area
overhead is small because the 8-bit addition and clipping
operation are fortunately not much.

4.4 Interface Problem

DVS is implemented to the proposed elastically-pipelined
decoder. However, a supply voltage and operating fre-
quency outside the decoder should not be controlled since it
is preferable that the DRAM interface operates at the fixed
supply voltage and operating frequency for compatibility
among other hardware cores. In order to solve the interface
problem between the DVS domain and outside, we locate
two-bank and three-bank SRAMs there. Figure 8 demon-
strates how to control the mutli-bank SRAMs. It is possible
to change a supply voltage in a 1024-bits SRAM within on
clock cycle [8]. Therefore, even in the 3 kB, the transition
time overhead to change the supply voltage is supposed to
be a several cycles, which is quite less than those allocated
to one pipeline process.

Now, the supply voltage and operating frequency in
Bank 0 are controlled in synchronization with those of the
decoder for instance. While the decoder reads/writes data
from/to Bank 0, the supply voltage and operating frequency
in Bank 1 are as same as those of the local bus and the exter-
nal DRAM. The external DRAM can read/write data from/to
Bank 1. In the next pipeline process, the roles of these are
alternated. Thereby, the dynamic controls of the supply volt-
age and operating frequency in the decoder do not give any
influence to the outside.

The SRAM in which the binary sequences are stored
is also organized as a three-bank SRAM. Since it is difficult
to know how many binary sequences are required to decode
one MB, the binary sequences for one MB often straddle
two banks. In this case, a third bank is demanded to store the
CABAC decoded stream from the CABAC decoded buffer

Fig. 8 Multi-bank SRAM for interface with fixed-voltage local bus.

for the next MB. Since each bank in the three-bank SRAMs
also cyclically alternate its role in every pipeline process,
the proposed architecture never disturbs the outside of the
decoder core.

5. Implementation & Performance Estimation

5.1 Cycle Reduction by Elastic Pipeline

In order to verify the execution cycle reduction by the elastic
pipeline, we designed every functional block with the H.264
reference software JM 9.6 [9], and carried out cycle simula-
tion with Celoxica Handel-C [10]. The decoding conditions
are listed in Table 2.

Figure 9(a) shows the fluctuation of the execution cy-
cles in the pipeline process. The normalized local bus traffic
is also considered as well, when a clock frequency of the
external DRAM is varied. The local bus width is assumed
to be 16 bits. The horizontal axis shows the pipeline process
number. The vertical one is an execution cycle ratio normal-
ized by the WCEC, and normalized traffic on a local bus.
This figure indicates the following points.

• The local bus traffic is varies in synchronization with
the execution cycle of the decoder.
• If a low-frequency DRAM is used, the workload of

the local bus becomes larger than that of the decoder.
This hinders an execution cycle reduction of the de-
coder since the DRAM interface occupies multi-bank
SRAMs in the decoder for a longer time than the de-
coder’s execution time.
• If the bus frequency is 400 MHz, the workload of the

local bus becomes as same as that of the decoder.
• The average execution cycles in the decoder are ap-

proximately 50% of the WCEC.
• Thus, if a high frequency DRAM is utilized, an operat-

ing frequency of the decoder may be halved, and power
reduction by DVS can be expected.

Figure 9(b) shows the cases of the normalized execu-
tion cycles per frame in the decoder, and traffic of the local
bus per frame. Since a B picture requires a larger volume
of data for inter prediction, the bus traffic becomes busier

Table 2 Simulation condition.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Cycle reduction of proposed H.264/AVC decoder architecture, (a)
cycle reduction in each pipeline process, and (b) cycle reduction in each
frame.

when the 266-MHz DRAM is used. In this case, the elastic
pipeline wastes common idle cycles until the high-volume
data arrival from the DRAM. It degrades the performance
of the elastic pipeline.

5.2 Power Estimation

For DVS, a supply voltage and operating frequency are
changed by a feedback mechanism as shown in Fig. 10 [11].
A frame is divided into slots that have same amount of data
to be processed. A set of MBs are assigned to a slot.

If there is a margin to make an operating frequency
lower, the feedback mechanism selects the lower frequency
on a slot-by-slot basis.

The feedback mechanism is explained with the help
of Fig. 10. First slot in a frame is always processed at the
maximum frequency, since there is no margin to change op-
erating frequency at the begging of a frame. The elastic
pipeline reduces the number of execution cycles in pipeline
processes. Therefore, the first slot is potentially completed
earlier. Then, assume that the second slot also reduces its
execution cycles. Now, the third slot acquires a time mar-
gin, ∆H. Even considering a voltage/frequency transition
time, the third slot has a time twice as long as Tslot (pro-

Fig. 10 Feedback control mechanism.

Table 3 Operating frequency-supply voltage dependency and assumed
sets.

cessing time for a slot), which allows the third slot to be
processed at a half of fmax. Note that a real-time operation
is guaranteed in this feedback mechanism.

A power reduction factor depends on the number of
slots prepared. If there are few slots, there are few chances
to lower an operating frequency and supply voltage, which
in turn increases power. Alternatively, if there are many
slots, there are many chances to lower them. However, it
consumes much transition times to change the operating fre-
quency and supply voltage, which makes substantial pro-
cessing time shorter, and increases the power. Namely, there
is the optimum number of slots per frame.

Every functional block is designed to verify the power
reduction of the proposed elastic pipeline architecture. The
total transistor count and capacity of SRAMs are obtained to
be 2,401,316 transistors and 117 kbits, respectively. Table 3
shows the relations between the operating frequencies and
supply voltages of our design, which are obtained by SPICE
simulation.

The power reduction ratio is calculated by (5).

r = Pprop/Pconv, (5)

where

Pprop, Pconv =

Num∑

i=1

∑

j

∑

k

(Pj,k · Ti, j,k + P′j,k · T ′i, j,k).

The suffix i, j, k represents frame number, operating modes,
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Fig. 11 The number of slots vs. power.

and stages in the pipeline, respectively. Since the proposed
architecture has six functional stages, k is 1, 2, . . . , 6. Pj,k

represents total power consumption of k-th stage in j-th op-
erating mode. P

′
j,k, represents leakage power consumption

of k-th stage in j-th operating mode, which means the power
of gated-clock periods. Ti, j,k, stands for how long k-th stage
operates at j-th operating mode in i-th frame. T

′
i, j,k denotes

how long the clock signal of k-th stage is gated at j-th op-
erating mode in i-th frame. Since the conventional architec-
ture has only one mode, mode 4 in Table 3, j takes only four
in Pconv.

In this study, the transition time is assumed to be 50 µs.
Since logic parts occupies a larger area than the interface
SRAMs, the logic parts requires longer time for voltage
transitions. It is also assumed that the numbers of prepared
frequency/voltage sets are two ( fmax and fmax/2) and four
( fmax, 3 fmax/4, fmax/2 and fmax/4).

Figure 11 shows the power reduction dependency on
the number of slots per frame. The optimum number of
slots per frame is obtained as 60 from the result of seven
video sequences. If the number of slots becomes smaller
than the optimum number, the power reduction becomes
drastically worsen. Alternatively, if the number of slots be-
comes larger than the optimum number, the power reduction
becomes gradually worsen.

Figure 12 concretely shows behaviors of frequency
transition when the number of slots per frame is varied. The
number of frequency transitions increase according to the
number of slots per frame. In Fig. 12(b), a terrible situation
happens. Because many frequency transitions are occurred,
the maximum frequency periods occupies a half of the total
processing time, in which case power is not reduced very
much.

Figure 13 shows the power reductions in video se-
quences, when the number of slots per frame is set to 60.
It can be seen that the maximum power reduction of 50%
is achieved in the sequence “Intersection.” 45% and 49%
power reductions are obtained on average when the two and
four frequency/voltage sets are available, respectively.

A theorem for the power-minimum frequency/voltage

(a) (b)

Fig. 12 Operating frequency transitions, (a) the adequate number of slots
achieves low power, but (b) the excessive number of slots degrades power
reduction.

Fig. 13 Power reduction ratio.

scheduling algorithm under DVS environment is proposed
in [12]. If the number of required cycles is preliminary
known, this theorem uniquely tells which operating fre-
quency should be used and how long time the decoder
should operate at each frequency. The minimum power de-
rived by this theorem is also shown in Fig. 13. The differ-
ences of power reductions are less than 7.8% between the
feedback mechanism and the power-minimum scheduling.
We conclude that the feedback mechanism achieves enough
low power without knowledge of required cycles.

6. Conclusion

We proposed the elastic pipeline architecture with which
DVS can be applied to hardwired logic circuits, and de-
signed a hardwired H.264/AVC HDTV decoder to verify its
feasibility. The proposed decoder has the divided entropy
decoder scheme and multi-bank SRAMs between the func-
tional blocks. This structure solves the interface problem
between the decoder and outside where a supply voltage and
frequency are different. The proposed decoder architecture
is familiar with other hardware cores such as audio codec,
post video processing, and thus can coexist with them on a
chip. Compared with the conventional pipeline architecture
with the clock gating scheme, a power reduction of 50% is
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possible.
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